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ABSTRACT
We describe a morphological imprint of magnetization found when considering the relative orien-
tation of the magnetic field direction with respect to the density structures in simulated turbulent
molecular clouds. This imprint was found using the Histogram of Relative Orientations (HRO): a new
technique that utilizes the gradient to characterize the directionality of density and column density
structures on multiple scales. We present results of the HRO analysis in three models of molecular
clouds in which the initial magnetic field strength is varied, but an identical initial turbulent velocity
field is introduced, which subsequently decays. The HRO analysis was applied to the simulated data
cubes and mock-observations of the simulations produced by integrating the data cube along particu-
lar lines of sight. In the 3D analysis we describe the relative orientation of the magnetic field B with
respect to the density structures, showing that: 1.The magnetic field shows a preferential orientation
parallel to most of the density structures in the three simulated cubes. 2.The relative orientation
changes from parallel to perpendicular in regions with density over a critical density nT in the high-
est magnetization case. 3.The change of relative orientation is largest for the highest magnetization
and decreases in lower magnetization cases. This change in the relative orientation is also present in
the projected maps. In conjunction with simulations HROs can be used to establish a link between
the observed morphology in polarization maps and the physics included in simulations of molecular
clouds.
Subject headings: ISM: magnetic fields, ISM: clouds, polarization, submillimeter
1. INTRODUCTION
The study of the magnetic field in molecular clouds is
crucial to understand the physical processes relevant in
molecular cloud evolution and star formation (Shu et al.
1987; McKee & Ostriker 2007; Crutcher 2012). Al-
though some theoretical models point to supersonic
turbulence as an important possibly dominant mecha-
nism in the formation of structure in molecular clouds
(Padoan & Nordlund 1999; Mac Low & Klessen 2004),
recent studies indicate the magnetic field is also very im-
portant in particular regimes and scales (Kudoh & Basu
2008; Li et al. 2009; Va´zquez-Semadeni et al. 2011). The
formulation of a complete model of the process that
transforms gas into stars requires the comparison be-
tween the observations of the magnetic field and pre-
dictions from simulations.
The intensity of the magnetic field along the line
of sight can be estimated using the Zeeman ef-
fect (Crutcher & Kazes 1983; Crutcher et al. 1999), the
Faraday rotation of linearly polarized radiation from
radio sources (Simard-Normandin & Kronberg 1980;
Han et al. 2006), and the synchrotron unpolarized emis-
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sion (Beuermann et al. 1985; Miville-Descheˆnes et al.
2008; Jaffe et al. 2010). The morphology of the mag-
netic field projected onto the plate of the sky is observ-
able by measuring polarized radiation (Heiles et al. 1993;
Crutcher 2012).
A longstanding technique used to infer the morphol-
ogy of the magnetic field projected on the plane of
the sky is the measurement of polarization of visible
and near-infrared light background stars (Hiltner 1949;
Davis & Greenstein 1951; Heiles & Haverkorn 2012).
This technique assumes that aspherical dust grains are
aligned with respect to the interstellar magnetic field
and the observed position angle of linear polariza-
tion is parallel to the plane-of-the-sky-projection of the
field (Davis & Greenstein 1951; Dolginov & Mitrofanov
1976). A more recent complementary technique is
the measurement of the thermal polarized emission of
dust in the submillimeter wavelengths (Hildebrand et al.
1984; Novak et al. 1997; Vaillancourt 2007). Mea-
surable degrees of polarization on the order of a
few percent are typical for interstellar clouds in
the submillimeter and the far-infrared (Benoˆıt et al.
2004; Vaillancourt 2011). The mechanism which pro-
duces the alignment of the grains is still the subject
of active research (Draine & Weingartner 1996, 1997;
Weingartner & Draine 2003; Lazarian & Hoang 2007;
Hoang & Lazarian 2009). However, there is evidence in-
dicating that it results from radiative torques produced
by anisotropic radiation flux with respect to the mag-
netic field (Hoang & Lazarian 2008). Theoretical un-
derstanding of the grain alignment indicates that even
in relatively dense clouds (visual extinction AV ∼ 10),
dust polarization traces the underlying magnetic field
(Bethell et al. 2007).
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The strength of the magnetic field has been esti-
mated from observations of the projected component
on the plane of the sky using the Chandrasekhar-
Fermi method (CF) (Chandrasekhar & Fermi 1953;
Pereyra & Magalha˜es 2007; Houde et al. 2009;
Novak et al. 2009). This method is based on the
dispersion of the orientation angles of the polarization
pseudovectors. Theoretical modeling of CF shows that
the magnetic field strength estimates are improved
by separating the turbulent and uniform components
of the magnetic field (Falceta-Gonc¸alves et al. 2008;
Hildebrand et al. 2009). Maps of local magnetic field
strength around pre-stellar cores have been obtained by
comparing the polarization orientation angles and the in-
tensity gradient, assuming ideal magneto-hydrodynamics
(MHD) equations and spherical symmetry for the dust
distribution in the core (Koch et al. 2012).
Significant studies have been made to relate the
magnetic field morphology inferred from polarization
to the density structure in both observed (Li et al.
2009; Chapman et al. 2011) and simulated clouds
(Ostriker et al. 2001; Nakamura & Li 2008). In the
case of pre-stellar cores, a number of observations re-
veal an hourglass morphology in the magnetic field
(Girart et al. 2006; Attard et al. 2009). In the case of
larger structures, the morphological analysis relies on vi-
sual inspection and statistics of the orientation angles
(Goldsmith et al. 2008). The results of observations are
inconclusive in establishing a global trend of relative
orientation between the magnetic field and the struc-
ture (Goodman et al. 1990). Theory and simulations try
to identify extreme cases which illustrate the scenarios
where the formation of the structure in the cloud is dom-
inated by either the magnetic field or the turbulence.
Some of the predictions of the models are helical fields
around filaments (Fiege & Pudritz 2000; Nakamura & Li
2008), elongated structures along the magnetic field
lines when the medium is strongly compressed su-
personically (Ostriker et al. 2001; Heitsch et al. 2001;
Falceta-Gonc¸alves et al. 2008), and linear correlation of
the magnetic field strength with column density for su-
personic turbulence (Burkhart et al. 2009).
Recent observations by the ESA Herschel Mis-
sion reveal ubiquitous filamentary structures in molec-
ular clouds (Peretto et al. 2012; Andre´ et al. 2010;
Molinari et al. 2010). These observations together with
starlight polarization measurements have been used to
investigate the physical conditions of gravitational col-
lapse and star formation within the filaments. Seminal
examples in which the inferred magnetic field direction in
adjacent lower density material is perpendicular to the
densest filaments are in Taurus (Chapman et al. 2011;
Palmeirim et al. 2013), Serpens (Sugitani et al. 2011),
the Musca Dark Cloud (Pereyra & Magalha˜es 2004), and
the Pipe Nebula (Alves et al. 2008). These studies pro-
vide insight into the physical processes involved in the
formation of filamentary structure but they do not probe
the complex relationship of column density and mag-
netic field morphologies in the dense regions of molec-
ular clouds, where stars predominantly form and which
are fundamental to establishing a global picture of molec-
ular cloud formation (Lada et al. 2010).
The advent of new instruments for measuring
the thermal dust polarized emission such as ALMA
(Peck & Beasley 2008), BLASTPol (Pascale et al. 2012)
and Planck (Planck Collaboration et al. 2011) will pro-
duce an unprecedented volume of polarization maps in
scales ranging from pre-stellar cores to entire molecu-
lar cloud complexes, including regions too extincted for
starlight polarization observations. This large data set
motivates a common scheme for the morphological anal-
ysis of polarization maps. It is in this context that we
introduce the Histogram of Relative Orientations HRO,
a novel statistical tool for characterizing column density
morphologies on multiple scales. This technique, devel-
oped for pattern recognition in machine vision, uses the
gradient to characterize the directionality of the density
structure in a 2D map and here in a 3D simulated cube.
It provides a robust characterization of the density field
that can be used with polarization observations to inves-
tigate the relative orientation of density structure with
respect to the magnetic field.
This article is organized as follows: Section 2 intro-
duces the Histogram of Relative Orientations. Section
3 introduces the simulations of molecular clouds used
to characterize our statistical tool. Section 4 presents
the HRO analysis of 3D simulated clouds and Section 5
shows how the proposed diagnostic obtained in 3D can
also be found in the projected 2D maps. Finally Section
6 summarizes the results and discusses the application of
HROs to observations of real molecular clouds.
2. THE HISTOGRAM OF RELATIVE
ORIENTATIONS
The Histogram of Relative Orientations (HRO) is
inspired by a family of detection algorithms usu-
ally called Histograms of Oriented Gradients (HOG)
(Leonardis et al. 2006). HOGs are used in pattern recog-
nition and are developed in the context of machine vision.
These algorithms use the gradient to describe the orien-
tation of the edges in an image. The gradient is based
on the difference between pixels in a neighborhood and
quantifies the edges: the magnitude carries the informa-
tion on the difference (edge strength) and the orienta-
tion defines the direction perpendicular to a contour line
(edge direction). A histogram of the orientation angles of
the gradient rotated by 90◦ therefore summarizes statisti-
cally the orientation of the features in an image. Further
refinement of this method includes weighting the contri-
bution of each pixel (or voxel in 3D) to the histogram
by the magnitude of the gradient at each point, allowing
the characterization of the image using only the stronger
edges.
In the HRO, the gradient of the density (column den-
sity) characterizes the directionality of the structures in
a vector field which is directly compared to the magnetic
field on each voxel (pixel) using the scalar product of vec-
tors. The result of this operation is a relative orientation
angle between both vectors in each pixel which is charac-
terized by a histogram. In 3D, the HRO is the histogram
of relative orientation angles between the magnetic field
vectorB and the density gradient∇n. In 2D, the HRO is
the histogram of relative orientation angles between the
projected magnetic field pseudovector B and the column
density gradient∇Σ. The calculation of the gradient and
the estimation of the angle between vectors are described
in the following subsections.
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2.1. Calculation of the Gradient
The orientation of the isodensity contours is character-
ized by the gradient of density:
∇n =
(
∂n
∂x
)(l)
xˆ+
(
∂n
∂y
)(l)
yˆ +
(
∂n
∂z
)(l)
zˆ. (1)
The subindex l is related to the size of the area on which
the gradient is calculated or as subsequently shown, the
size of the Gaussian derivative kernel. To zeroth order,
the components of the gradient can be calculated using
forward differences of adjacent pixels:
∂n
∂x
∼n(x+ 1, y)− n(x, y). (2)
Derivatives are linear and shift-invariant, and so the
gradient calculation can be done by convolving the image
with a particular kernel. The result of the convolution of
a slice of the simulation cube n(x,y) with a l×l derivative
kernel K(∂/∂x) is:(
∂n
∂x
)(l)
=n(x, y) ⋆ K(∂/∂x),
(
∂n
∂x
)(l)
ij
=
l−1∑
t,u
ni+t−l/2,j+u−l/2K
(∂/∂x)
t,u . (3)
Forward differences can be calculated using the 2 × 2
Roberts kernels, but such a small kernel is too sensitive
to noise. The calculation of the gradient can be improved
by using the central differences:
∂n
∂x
=
n(x+ 1, y)− n(x− 1, y)
2
,
∂n
∂y
=
n(x, y + 1)− n(x, y − 1)
2
. (4)
Applying this operation to all the pixels in an image is
equivalent to convolving the image with 3 × 3 Prewitt
kernels:
K(∂/∂x) =
1
6
(
−10 1
−10 1
−10 1
)
,K(∂/∂y) =
1
6
(
−1−1−1
0 0 0
1 1 1
)
.(5)
Noise reduction is achieved by averaging over the vicin-
ity of each pixel. This is implemented to first order using
the 3 × 3 Sobel kernels. Convolving with these kernels
is equivalent to smoothing the image over a 3× 3 region
and then calculating first derivatives, which is a partic-
ular case of the Gaussian Derivatives method:
K(∂/∂x) =
(
−10 1
−20 2
−10 1
)
,K(∂/∂y) =
(
−1−2−1
0 0 0
1 2 1
)
. (6)
2.1.1. Gaussian Derivatives
In HROs, the computation of the gradient is performed
using Gaussian derivative kernels. The size of the Gaus-
sian determines the area of the vicinity over which the
gradient will be calculated. Varying the size of the Gaus-
sian kernel enables the sampling of different scales and
reduces the effect of noise in the pixels.
Convolution and differentiation are commutative and
associative; therefore the smoothing and derivative oper-
ators can be written as:
∂
∂x
(I ⋆ G)= I ⋆
∂
∂x
G (7)
G is the 2D-Gaussian kernel and I is a 2D image. This
equation implies that filtering an image and subsequently
calculating the gradient is equivalent to the convolution
of the image with a kernel that is the first derivative of
a gaussian kernel. This operation is called a Gaussian
derivative (Young 1986).
For the present study, we use the Gaussian derivatives
method and following Equation 7 we obtained each com-
ponent of the gradient by convolving slices of the den-
sity cube n(x, y) and n(y, z) with a kernel formed by the
derivative of a l × l map of a two-dimensional Gaussian
G(l): (
∂n
∂x
)(l)
=n(x, y) ⋆
∂
∂x
G(l)(x, y),
(
∂n
∂y
)(l)
=n(x, y) ⋆
∂
∂y
G(l)(x, y), (8)
(
∂n
∂z
)(l)
=n(y, z) ⋆
∂
∂z
G(l)(y, z).
In the 2D projected maps(
∂Σ
∂x
)(l)
=Σ ⋆
∂
∂x
G(l) (9)
(
∂Σ
∂y
)(l)
=Σ ⋆
∂
∂y
G(l).
The orientation angle of the iso-Σ contours in the 2D
project maps is:
ψ≡ arctan
(
∂Σ/∂x
∂Σ/∂y
)
, (10)
which according to the convention for position angles of
polarization is measured counterclockwise from the top
of the map.
Figure 1 illustrates the characterization of a simulated
image using the gradient of the column density ∇Σ.
The vectors plotted over the image show the direction of
the gradient obtained using Gaussian kernels of different
sizes. The histogram shows the orientation angles of the
structures in the image, measured counterclockwise with
respect to the y-axis of the image (convention for po-
larization position angles). Each peak in the histogram
corresponds to a dominant orientation of the features in
the image. A histogram of a completely random map
would be flat. The histogram of a straight rod would be
a delta function centered on its orientation angle. The
histogram of a blob would have a peak corresponding to
the orientation of its semi-major axis.
The HROs use the gradient of the density in 3D simu-
lated cubes to generate a vector field which characterizes
isodensity contours and can be directly compared to the
magnetic field vectors. In 2D, the gradient of the column
density (∇Σ) is compared to the orientation of the lin-
ear polarization field, which is a pseudovector since it is
invariant to a ±180◦ rotation.
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Fig. 1.— Left: Filamentary structure in the simulated column
density. Overlaid are the gradient vectors obtained with derivative
kernels with 9×9 (yellow), 25×25 (red), and 49×49 (green) pixels.
The squares on the upper right corner of the image show the sizes
of these kernels. Right: Histogram of orientation angles of the
iso-Σ contours (ψ) calculated with each derivative kernel. The
histograms show that the structure is predominantly oriented at ψ
from 135◦ to 150◦ but also shows a secondary structure at 45◦.
2.2. Calculation of the Angle
The angle φ between the gradient and the magnetic
field at each voxel is calculated using a combination of
the scalar and vector product of vectors:
φ ≡ arctan
(
B×∇n
B · ∇n
)
(11)
The result of this calculation is a cube (a map in 2D) with
values of φ at each voxel (pixel in 2D). As explained in
Section 4, in the study of the alignment in 3D it is more
natural to construct the HROs as a function of cosφ and
not directly φ. The angle between the isodensity con-
tours and the magnetic field is φ ± 90◦. The histogram
of values of cosφ (φ in 2D) weighted by the magnitude
of the gradient at each voxel (pixel) is what we call His-
togram of Relative Orientations.
Figure 2 shows a histogram of cosφ calculated on a
simulated cube and φ calculated on a projection of the
cube using three derivative kernels. Using these three
kernels we observe the same preferential relative orienta-
tion between B and ∇n in the cube and BPOS and ∇Σ
in the projection.
2.3. Segmentation
Individual regions of a cube (map) are studied by di-
viding it into bins of the parameters that define it and
subsequently masking each bin. This process is known in
computer science as image segmentation. Segmentation
is a subject of active research in computer science and its
implementation in 3D (2D) HROs is limited to dividing
the cube (image) in density (column density) bins with
the same number of voxels (pixels).
The objective of the segmentation is the study and
comparison of the relative orientation in density regimes
where the dominant physical processes and the dust
alignment efficiency ǫ are different. The segmentation by
column density of the maps resulting from the projection
of the simulated cubes is illustrated in the left-hand side
of Figure 3. Using the column density distribution, which
is close to log-normal, we produce density bins with the
same number of pixels. An equal number of gradient
vectors in each bin guarantees comparable statistics for
each density bin.
Fig. 2.— HROs obtained by applying three different derivative
kernels to the β = 0.1 simulation cube (left) and to a projected map
obtained by integrating the cube along the z-axis (right). The sim-
ilarity of the curves within each plot shows that the predominant
relative orientation is present in regions with scales ranging from
3 pixels to 49 voxels (pixels).
The segmentation by density or column density is moti-
vated by the change of physical conditions in the densest
regions with respect to less dense regions. In the densest
regions self-gravity becomes relevant and the kinetic en-
ergy density is lower than the magnetic energy density,
in contrast with the less dense regions where the bal-
ance between magnetic and turbulent energy is different.
The segmentation of maps by polarization percentage,
line of sight velocity or polarization angle dispersion is
a potentially useful way to study physical processes in
observations of molecular clouds and will be addressed
in future works.
3. MODEL PARAMETERS
The cloud models used to characterize HRO are cre-
ated by integrating the compressible ideal MHD equa-
tions using the RAMSES-MHD code (Teyssier 2002;
Fromang et al. 2006). RAMSES-MHD is a N-body and
MHD code with 3D Adaptive Mesh Refinement (AMR).
The refinement criteria are based on density as described
in Dib et al. (2010). RAMSES-MHD uses constrained
transport to guarantee that ∇ ·B = 0 to machine accu-
racy at all time and uses the MUSCL-Hancock scheme, a
finite volume method that combines good accuracy with
fast execution. The solutions are obtained in a cubic box
of side L with grids of 5123 zones, integrated from the
AMR cubes with effective resolution 20483.
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Fig. 3.— Example of the map segmentation technique used in the
HRO analysis. Left: Column density distribution in projections
of three simulations. Overlaid colors correspond to density bins
with equal number of pixels in regions with Σ > Σ¯. Gray regions
corresponds to pixels with Σ < Σ¯. Right: Column density maps of
the projections of three simulations. Overlaid colors correspond to
regions with column densities shown in the histograms.
The energy equation used in this simulation set is the
barotropic equation of state: these clouds are isother-
mal with T = 11.44 K (sound speed cs = 0.2 km s
−1)
for regions with density less than 104 times the initial
density n0 and adiabatic for larger densities. In the
absence of fully time-dependent radiative transfer this
represents a reasonable first approximation for the gas
at volume densities higher than the mean (comprising
most of the matter) for conditions appropriate to molec-
ular clouds (Scalo et al. 1998). The solutions are ob-
tained in a cubic box of side L with initial uniform den-
sity n0 = nH2 = 536.41 cm
−3, which is comparable
to the density in the Taurus-Auriga Dark Cloud Com-
plex (Stahler & Palla 2005). We apply periodic bound-
ary conditions in all models, simulating a portion of the
interior of a molecular cloud.
The gravitational potential is computed from the den-
sity using standard Fourier methods. The periodic
boundary conditions exclude the k = 0 component of
the density. Therefore, the gravitational potential φG
obeys the modified Poisson equation∇2φG = 4πG(ρ−ρ¯),
where ρ¯ = M/L3 is the mean density (mass divided by
the volume of the box).
The relative importance of gravity and thermal pres-
sure forces is related to L and n0. For this analy-
sis we have chosen L = 4 pc; the Jeans length LJ ≡
cs(π/Gρ0)
1/2 is 0.88 pc for ρ0 = µn0 and µ = 2.4mp.
The total mass in the simulated cubes is 2.04× 103M⊙
and with L = 4 pc, it is comparable to small re-
gions within Dark Cloud Complexes such as Lupus I
(Cambre´sy 1999).
Turbulence in the simulation is introduced as an ini-
tial isotropic random velocity field δv with a Kolmogorov
energy spectrum E(k) ∝ k−5/3. δv is a Gaussian ran-
dom perturbation field with a power spectrum |δvk|
2 ∝
k−11/3. The Kolmogorov energy spectrum is comparable
to the spectrum inferred for large-scale cold interstel-
lar clouds (Larson 1981) and the spectrum that natu-
rally follows from the evolution of incompressible turbu-
lence. An identical realization of the initial velocity field
is used for all of the models, so that the initial states of
the simulations differ only in the strength of the mean
magnetic field. The velocity field is a mixture of com-
pressible and solenoidal modes. In the current study we
focus on the characterization models with different mag-
netization. To keep this comparison simple, the turbu-
lence decays during the cloud evolution (it is not driven),
avoiding the complexity introduced by modeling the en-
ergy injection rate and the spectrum of driven turbu-
lence. All simulations are initiated with kinetic energy
EK = 100ρ¯L
3c2s corresponding to an initial Mach num-
ber M≡ σv/cs =10 and include gravity.
Three different initial magnetization cases are consid-
ered and parameterized by the ratio of the isothermal
sound speed to the initial Alfve´n speed or equivalently,
the ratio of the plasma pressure to the initial magnetic
pressure: β ≡ c2s/v
2
A,0 = ρ¯c
2
s/(B
2
0/4π). We consider a
“quasi-hydrodynamical” model with β = 100.0, an “in-
termediate magnetization” model with β = 1.0, and a
“high magnetization” model with β = 0.1. The physical
value of the magnetic field is given by:
B0 = β
−1/2µG
(
T
10 K
)1/2 ( nH2
100 cm−3
)1/2
. (12)
For the chosen initial density and temperature, the corre-
sponding uniform magnetic field strengths are 0.35, 3.47,
and 10.97 µG. The evolved fields are spatially nonuni-
form and can differ greatly from the initial values al-
though the volume-averaged magnetic field is a constant
B0xˆ in time. The value of β is proportional to the
mass-to-magnetic flux ratio in the simulation and can-
not change with time.
The initial Alfve´n Mach number MA ≡
〈
v2/v2A
〉1/2
=Mβ1/2 is 100, 10, and 3.16 for β = 100.0, 1.0, and 0.1
respectively, and therefore all models considered have ini-
tially supersonic and super-Alfvenic flow. In this work,
“high magnetization” is relative to thermal and magnetic
pressures only, given that the turbulence is the domi-
nant energy density in all considered models. The ini-
tially uniform clouds are unstable to compressions trans-
verse to the mean magnetic field (“magneto-Jeans un-
stable”) when the magneto-sonic wave crossing time ex-
ceeds the characteristic gravitational contraction time,
tg (Chandrasekhar & Fermi 1953). All models would be
unstable by the magneto-Jeans criterion (L/LJ = 4.56 <
β−1/2). The three simulations are initially supercritical,
with the massM to magnetic flux Φ ratio over the critical
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TABLE 1
Model parameters and times of
snapshots
β < B0 > Snapshot Age
(µG) (Myr) (tga) (tf
b)
100.0 0.35 0.48 0.11 0.25
100.0 0.35 1.16 0.27 0.60
1.0 3.47 0.69 0.16 0.36
1.0 3.47 1.32 0.31 0.68
0.1 10.97 0.61 0.14 0.32
0.1 10.97 1.15 0.27 0.59
a Characteristic gravitational time scale tg =
4.27 Myr
b Flow crossing time scale tf = 1.95 Myr
value (M/Φ)crit = 1/(2πG
1/2), and (M/Φ)/(M/Φ)crit ≈
(tgvA/(πL))
−1 is equal to 142.9, 14.3, and 4.52 respec-
tively.
In Table 1, we describe the simulation snapshots under
consideration in terms of the sound crossing time tv ≡
L/cs = 19.5 Myr, which is fixed owing to the isother-
mal equation of state, the flow crossing time tf ≡ L/σv
= 1.95 Myr, where we use the Mach number associated
with the initial turbulent velocity and the characteris-
tic gravitational time scale, tg ≡ (π/Gρ¯)
1/2 = 4.27 Myr.
Two snapshots in this study are taken: one at t1 ∼ 0.03 tv
and another at t2 ∼ 0.06 tv. As in preceding studies
(Ostriker et al. 2001; Heitsch et al. 2001), this paper con-
centrates on structures that form as a consequence of tur-
bulence, and subsequently collapse gravitationally. The
snapshots are taken when the gas has started to collapse
and form dense structures at few places. At t1, shock
fronts moving through the gas initiate the formation of
filaments and knots. At t2 the collapse into very dense
structures has taken place in certain regions producing
over-densities with n ∼ 103n.
4. HRO APPLIED TO SIMULATION CUBES
The simulated cube contains the density, velocity, and
magnetic field values for every voxel. The HROs are
used to summarize the relative orientation of the mag-
netic field vector B with respect to the gradient of the
density ∇n in each one of these voxels following the pro-
cedure described in Section 2. The histogram of the angle
φ between two sets of random vectors in 3D is not uni-
form, i.e., in 3D, two random vectors are more likely to
be perpendicular than parallel. In 3D the uniformly dis-
tributed quantity is cosφ and therefore we choose that
quantity for the histogram.
Figure 4 shows the HRO corresponding to all of the
voxels in each of the three simulations for a snapshot at
t2 ∼ 0.3 tg. The peak at cosφ = 0 shows that ∇n is
predominantly oriented perpendicular to B in the three
simulations. This corresponds to B being mostly parallel
to the isodensity contours in the simulated volume.
The two snapshots considered here correspond to t <
tg and t < tv. At these time scales, the dynamics of
the gas are dominated by shocks and the over-densities
are not formed by self-gravitation. The relative orienta-
tion revealed by the HRO is the result of the magnetic
field becoming strongly bent and stretched. The imprint
of the initial magnetization was found by studying and
comparing the relative orientation in the highest densi-
Fig. 4.— Histogram of Relative Orientation showing the cosine of
the angle between the magnetic field vector B and the gradient of
the density ∇n for the low, intermediate, and high-magnetization
simulation cubes (β = 100, 1.0, and 0.1) in a snapshot taken at
t ∼ 0.06 tv. The histogram is normalized such that a random
distribution of B and ∇n would equal unity in each bin (black
dotted line). The histograms calculated from the simulated cubes
show a peak at cos φ ∼ 0 which corresponds to the magnetic fields
predominantly tracing the isodensity contours.
ties regions. In these regions, the relative orientation is
the consequence of the locally strong self-gravity and the
interaction of the gas and the magnetic field.
The colored curves in Figure 5 correspond to the HRO
of regions in a particular density bin. The red and ma-
genta curves correspond to regions with the highest den-
sities, the gray and blue curves to regions with densities
close to the mean density of the cube (log n¯ = 2.73) and
all others to intermediate densities. The segmentation of
the cube in these density bins is described in Section 2.3.
Figure 5 illustrates the difference in the relative ori-
entation of ∇n and B in low and high density regions
in simulations with low and high magnetization. In the
low and intermediate magnetization cases (β = 100 and
β = 1 ), ∇n and B are preferentially perpendicular to
each other, which corresponds to B being parallel to the
isodensity contours. In the case of greater magnetization
(β = 0.1), ∇n is mostly perpendicular to B at densi-
ties close to the mean but the relative orientation pro-
gressively changes when considering regions with greater
densities until ∇n and B are predominantly parallel to
each other.
With this progressive change in relative orientation,
the HRO curve changes from convex to concave. To
quantify this behavior we define the histogram shape pa-
rameter:
ζ ≡ Ac −Ae. (13)
Ac is the area under the central region of the HRO
curve (−0.25 < cosφ < 0.25) and Ae is the area in the
extremes of the HRO curve (−1.00 < cosφ < −0.75 and
0.75 < cosφ < 1.00). This parameter characterizes a
curve peaking at cosφ ∼ 0.0 (convex) as ζ > 0.0 whereas
a curve peaking at cosφ ∼ ±1.0 (concave) corresponds
to ζ < 0.0 and a flat distribution corresponds to ζ ∼ 0.
The uncertainty in the determination of ζ is related to
the standard deviation around the calculated area in each
region, i.e.,
σζ ≡
√
σ2Ac + σ
2
Ae
. (14)
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Fig. 5.— HROs corresponding to simulated cubes with β=100.0 (top), 1.0 (middle), and 0.1 (bottom) in snapshots taken at t ∼ 0.03 tv
(left) and t ∼ 0.06 tv (right). The colored curves within each plot correspond to voxels in the density ranges indicated in the figure. The
histograms in the low magnetization case (top) peak at cosφ ∼ 0 in regions with densities n ≥ n¯ which corresponds to the magnetic field
(B) predominantly tracing the isodensity contours even at the greatest densities. The histograms from the intermediate (middle) and high
magnetization (bottom) cases also peak at cosφ ∼ 0 in regions with densities n ∼ n¯. However, the histograms flatten in higher density
regions. At the highest densities the histograms peak at cosφ ∼ ±1. This corresponds to B tracing the isodensity contours in regions with
n ∼ n¯, then showing no particular relative orientation in intermediate density regions, and being oriented perpendicular to the isodensity
contours in the highest density regions.
With these definitions, a noisy HRO will either produce
ζ ∼ 0 which is consistent with a random relative orien-
tation or will increase σζ to a level in which it describes
no preferential orientation.
Figure 6 shows the value of ζ for the different column
density segments in all six simulations. The red curve
illustrates the progressive change of the relative orienta-
tion of∇n andB with density in the simulations with the
greatest magnetization: it changes from B preferentially
parallel to the isodensity contours (ζ > 0) for densities
close to the mean (logn [cm−3] ∼ 2.7) to B perpendicu-
lar to the isodensity contours (ζ < 0) in the regions with
densities higher than about 50n¯. The curves correspond-
ing to low and intermediate magnetization also show a
similar change in the relative orientation of ∇n and B
with density although it is less pronounced. Thus we find
that the slope of ζ as a function of the mean density in
the density bin is a parameter which characterizes the
initial magnetization state of the simulated cloud.
Additionally, we find that ζ becomes negative (B is
preferentially perpendicular to the isodensity contours)
at the highest densities in the highest magnetization case.
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Fig. 6.— HRO shape parameter ζ which parameterizes the relative orientation of the magnetic field (B) and the gradient of the density
∇n. ζ > 0.0 corresponds to a HRO showing B predominantly perpendicular to ∇n (B parallel to the isodensity contours). ζ ∼ 0.0
corresponds to a flat HRO showing no predominant relative orientation between B and ∇n. ζ < 0.0 corresponds to a HRO showing B
predominantly parallel to ∇n (B perpendicular to the isodensity contours). The HROs of the low magnetization case show B predominantly
parallel to the isodensity contours with ζ > 0.0 even in the higher density regions. In contrast, the HROs of the high magnetization cases
show B parallel to the isodensity contours with ζ > 0.0 in the low density regions, changing to B perpendicular to the isodensity contours,
with ζ < 0.0 in the highest density regions. The shape parameter ζ as a function of density decreases faster in higher magnetization
simulations.
The value of the threshold density, nT , above which ∇n
and B are predominantly parallel (ζ becomes negative)
is also a parameter which characterizes the magnetiza-
tion state of the simulated cloud: higher magnetization
corresponds to lower values of nT .
5. HRO APPLIED TO OBSERVATIONS OF
SIMULATION CUBES
The HRO analysis is applied to the maps of the col-
umn density Σ and polarization obtained by integrating
the six simulated data cubes along three different lines
of sight (x, y, or z-axis). The projection of the Stokes
parameters into the plane of the sky incorporates a sim-
ple grain alignment efficiency model. This model uses
the density in each voxel as a proxy for what might actu-
ally be a column density dependence in grain alignment
mechanism and intends to illustrate the results of HROs
in projections obtained with different dust grain align-
ment efficiencies ǫ. A detailed treatment of grain align-
ment by anisotropic radiation flux with respect to the
magnetic field, such as in the radiative torques (RATs)
mechanism (Hoang & Lazarian 2008), requires ray trac-
ing studies which are beyond the scope of this work.
The observed intensity of the polarized dust emission
results from the combined effect of ǫ and integration
along the line of sight. The maps of the Stokes param-
eters I, Q, and U are produced by integrating the den-
sity n and the magnetic field B in the cube along the
k-direction (either x, y or z) according to:
Iij ∝Σij =
∑
k
nijk
Qij ∝
∑
k
ǫijknijk(B
(i)
ijkB
(i)
ijk −B
(j)
ijkB
(j)
ijk) (15)
Uij ∝
∑
k
2ǫijknijkB
(i)
ijkB
(j)
ijk
This model is based on the integration of the Stokes
parameters used in previous studies (Martin 1974;
Lee & Draine 1985). The projected magnetic field BPOS
is calculated from the projected Stokes parameters us-
ing:
|BPOS |=
√
Q2 + U2, (16)
ψB =
(
1
2
)
arctan(U/Q). (17)
For each cell of the simulated data cube we evaluate:
ǫijk =
{
(nijk)
p if nijk ≥ n0
1.0 if nijk < n0
(18)
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In this toy-model we have chosen n0 = 500 cm
−3, corre-
sponding to a relatively diffuse region within a molecular
cloud. The case with p = 0 is used to test the line of sight
integration independently of the environment depen-
dence of ǫ. The case with p < 0 simulates depolarization
effects in high column density regions (Matthews et al.
2001; Houde et al. 2002). It also accounts to zeroth-order
for the more efficient grain alignment in regions of rel-
atively low extinction as suggested by RATs. Similar
models assuming polarizability in each volume element
proportional to the local density have been previously
studied (Ostriker et al. 2001; Padoan et al. 2001).
We compare results for uniform alignment efficiency
(ǫ = 1) with the results of a model with ǫ = 1 at n < n0
but decreasing ǫ with increasing n in regions with n >
n0. This intends to contrast the results of line of sight
integration with a particular environmental dependence
of the alignment mechanism. The study of the projection
effects produced by a particular alignment mechanism
requires detailed analysis of the radiative environment
which are beyond the scope of this work.
The result of the integration of the data cubes is a
map of column density Σ and a weighted projection of
the magnetic field, a pseudovector that we call BPOS .
The HROs of the simulated maps are calculated using
a process analogous to that used in the 3D data cubes.
The histogram of the angle φ between two sets of random
vectors in 2D is uniform, and therefore we choose φ as
the variable.
Figure 7 shows the HROs corresponding to the an-
gle φ between the projected magnetic field pseudovector
BPOS and the gradient of the column density ∇Σ in the
projected maps. The peak at 90◦ reveals that the rela-
tive orientation between ∇n and B observed in the 3D
(Figure 4) is also present in the polarization and column
density maps and BPOS predominantly follows the iso-Σ
contours. This result can be confirmed by visual inspec-
tion of the BPOS and Σ maps as shown in Figure 8.
Figure 8 shows maps of the logarithm of the column
density (log Σ) and overlaid magnetic field pseudovec-
tors. The orientation of the pseudovectors shows that
the magnetic field is less affected by turbulence in the
high magnetization case where the direction projected
field is more coherent than in the quasi-hydrodynamic
case. The amplitude of the projected pseudovectors is
also more homogeneous in the high magnetization case:
in the quasi-hydrodynamic model the field is weak and
prone to bends and changes of direction. The projected
map is the result of the integration of multiple orien-
tations perpendicular to the line of sight which cancel
each other resulting in shorter pseudovectors. In the high
magnetization model, the magnetic field is stronger and
therefore more coherent, resulting in the integration of
pseudovectors more homogeneously oriented than in the
quasi-hydrodynamic case.
As in Section 4, we divided the maps in column den-
sity bins to check how the relative orientation changes
in the highest density regions. Figure 9 shows the
HRO curves corresponding to different column density
regimes. The behavior of the HROs in 2D is very simi-
lar to that observed in the 3D analysis: BPOS and ∇Σ
are mainly perpendicular in all the Σ bins of the low-
magnetization map. The HROs of the intermediate and
high-magnetization cases show BPOS and ∇Σ predomi-
Fig. 7.— HROs showing the angle between the projected mag-
netic field pseudovector BPOS and the gradient of the column
density ∇Σ in projections of the low, intermediate, and high-
magnetization simulation cubes (β = 100, 1.0, and 0.1) in a snap-
shot taken at t ∼ 0.06 tv and using grain alignment efficiency from
Equation 18 with p = (top) and p = −1 (bottom). The projections
are obtained following Equation 15. The histogram is normalized
such that a random distribution of BPOS and ∇Σ would equal
unity in each bin (black dotted line). The histograms calculated
from the simulated cubes show a peak at φ ∼ 90◦ which corre-
sponds to the magnetic fields predominantly tracing iso-Σ contours.
nantly perpendicular in regions of the map with Σ ∼ Σ¯
and parallel in the regions of the map with the greatest
Σ.
In the same way as in the 3D analysis, the change
in the HRO curves is parameterized by the histogram
shape parameter ζ defined in Equation 4. In this case
Ac is the area under the central region of the HRO curve
(67.5◦ < φ < 112.5◦) and Ae is the area in the extremes
of the HRO curve (0◦ < φ < 22.5◦ and 157.5◦ < φ <
180◦). Both in 3D and 2D, the central region and the
extremes are defined based on the range of the HRO
curve. The width of the central region is one quarter
and the extremes are the first and last eighths of the
range. For this reason, the cuts in φ in 2D are different
than in the 3D HRO analysis.
Figure 10 shows the value of ζ as a function of the
central column density of each bin. The HROs of the low
magnetization case showBPOS predominantly parallel to
the isodensity contours with ζ > 0.0 even in the highest
Σ regions. In contrast, the HROs of the intermediate
and high magnetization cases show BPOS parallel to the
isodensity contours with ζ > 0.0 but changing into BPOS
perpendicular to the isodensity contours with ζ < 0.0
predominately in the highest Σ regions.
6. SUMMARY AND DISCUSSION
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Fig. 8.— Maps of the logarithm of the column density (log Σ) and overlaid magnetic field pseudovectors as determined by Equations 15
and 18 with p = −1 and n0 = 500 cm−3. These maps correspond to projections along the Z-axis of simulations with β = 100 (top), 1.0
(middle), and 0.1 (bottom) in snapshots taken at t ∼ 0.03 tv (left) and t ∼ 0.06 tv (right).
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Fig. 9.— HROs corresponding to simulated cubes with β=100.0 (top), 1.0 (middle), and 0.1 (bottom) in snapshots taken at t ∼ 0.03 tv
(left) and t ∼ 0.06 tv (right) projected along the Z-axis. The colored curves within each plot correspond to pixels in the column density
ranges indicated in the figure. The HROs from the low magnetization simulation (top) peak at φ ∼ 90 in regions with column densities
Σ ≥ Σ¯ which corresponds to the projected magnetic field (BPOS) predominantly tracing the iso-Σ contours even at the greatest column
densities. The histograms from the intermediate (middle) and high magnetization (bottom) cases also peak at φ ∼ 90 in regions with
column densities Σ ∼ Σ¯. However, the histograms flatten when considering higher Σ regions and in the highest densities they peak at
φ ∼ 0◦ or 180◦. This corresponds to BPOS tracing the iso-Σ contours in regions with Σ ∼ Σ¯, then showing no particular relative orientation
in intermediate Σ regions, and predominately orienting perpendicular to the iso-Σ contours at the highest column density regions. As in
the 3D analysis, the change of the relative orientation inferred from the histogram in different column density regimes is parameterized by
ζ as defined in Equation 4.
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Fig. 10.— HRO shape parameter ζ which parameterizes the relative orientation of the projected magnetic field (BPOS) and the gradient
of the column density ∇Σ. ζ > 0.0 corresponds to a HRO showing BPOS predominantly perpendicular to ∇Σ (BPOS parallel to the iso-Σ
contours). ζ ∼ 0.0 corresponds to a flat HRO showing no predominant relative orientation between BPOS and ∇Σ. ζ < 0.0 corresponds
to a HRO showing BPOS predominantly parallel to ∇Σ (BPOS perpendicular to the iso-Σ contours). As in the 3D case, the HROs of
the low magnetization case show BPOS predominantly parallel to the isodensity contours with ζ > 0.0 even in the higher density regions.
In contrast, the HROs of the intermediate and high magnetization cases show BPOS parallel to the isodensity contours with ζ > 0.0 at
low densities and changing into BPOS perpendicular to the isodensity contours, with ζ < 0.0 in the highest density regions. The shape
parameter ζ as a function of density decreases faster for the higher magnetization simulations.
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We have introduced the Histogram of Relative Orien-
tations (HRO), a tool to study the relative orientation
of the magnetic field and the density structure in MHD
simulations and polarization observations. Using HROs
on a set of simulated molecular clouds with decaying su-
personic turbulence and with low, intermediate, and high
initial magnetization (β = 100.0, 1.0, and 0.1) we found
a significant imprint of the magnetization in the relative
orientation of the magnetic field and the density struc-
tures.
6.1. HROs in 3D
In 3D, we found that B is oriented predominantly par-
allel to the isodensity contours in the three simulations.
When dividing the the simulated regions into density bins
with equal number of voxels we found a change in the
relative orientation of B with respect to the isodensity
contours in the highest density regions and this behav-
ior is different for different initial magnetization as illus-
trated in Figure 5. In the high-magnetization case we
found that B changes from parallel to perpendicular to
the isodensity contours in regions with density n > 50n¯.
In the intermediate magnetization case we found that B
changes from parallel to no preferred relative orientation
in regions with n > 500n¯. In the low magnetization case
B is parallel to the isodensity contour in all density bins.
We found two features of the relative orientation be-
tween ∇n and B which depend on the initial magnetiza-
tion: 1. The rate of change from perpendicular ∇n and
B to parallel in regions with increasing mean bin den-
sity. 2. The value of the density nT over which ∇n and
B are parallel. We observe that the rate of change of the
relative orientation parameter ζ is greater and that nT is
lower with higher magnetization as illustrated in Figure
6.
Both of the observed effects are related to the bal-
ance between the magnetic forces, the turbulence, and
the gravitational forces in each simulation. The three
simulations are initially supercritical and superalfvenic,
which means that turbulence and gravitational forces are
dominant over the magnetic field. Supercritical clouds
can collapse gravitationally both parallel and perpendic-
ular to the field with unlimited asymptotic density, thus
gravitational collapse alone produces no preferred ori-
entation between ∇n and B. Superalfvenic turbulence
means that in scales where the kinetic energy is larger
than the magnetic energy the field is dragged along with
the matter resulting in density structures stretched the
direction of the field, thus favoring ∇n perpendicular to
B.
The supersonic perturbations resulting from the initial
turbulence are amplified or suppressed depending on the
strength of the initial magnetic field (Draine & McKee
1993). At the time of the snapshots in this analysis,
the kinetic energy has cascaded into smaller scales and
the equilibrium between turbulence and magnetic field
occurs at different scales for different values of the ini-
tial magnetization. In the low and intermediate magne-
tization cases, the kinetic energy is comparable to the
magnetic field energy in scales smaller or close to the
grid resolution, thus the turbulence dominates on the
scales resolved by the simulation which is coincident with
our observation of ∇n perpendicular to B. In the high-
magnetization simulation the equilibrium between turbu-
lence and magnetic field occurs at a scale corresponding
to one-tenth of the box size. In smaller scales the mag-
netic field is stronger than the turbulence and the field
lines are ordered in a range of scales that is well resolved
by the simulation as illustrated in Figure 8.
The turnover in the relative orientation of ∇n and
B could be related to the ordered magnetic field rout-
ing the flow and producing collapse along the field but
not perpendicular to it. Flattening of the HRO in the
densest regions is consisted with isotropic gravitational
collapse breaking the preferential relative orientation in
the densest regions. Alternatively, the relative orien-
tation between supersonic shock fronts and the mag-
netic field could produce over-densities with a particu-
lar orientation with respect to B. Alignment between B
and the gas velocity field has been reported in previous
works (Ostriker et al. 2001; Ossenkopf & Mac Low 2002;
Banerjee et al. 2009; Va´zquez-Semadeni et al. 2011) but
the exact process which causes this relative orienta-
tion is not well understood yet. The relative ori-
entation of B perpendicular to the over-densities is
close to the scenario described by Mouschovias (1976).
However, the interaction between supersonic turbulence
and magnetic field which produces the final configu-
ration of B and density structures is still the subject
of active research (Klessen 2011; Schneider et al. 2011;
Hennebelle & Falgarone 2012).
6.2. HROs in 2D
There are two main effects to be considered in the re-
covery of the imprint of magnetization on the relative
orientation in the projected maps. First is the effect of
the integration along the line of sight. The second is the
effect of the alignment efficiency in weighting the recon-
struction of the projected magnetic field.
Figure 10 shows that the relative orientation in the
projected map is analogous to the one measured in 3D:
BPOS and ∇Σ are preferentially aligned perpendicular
to each other. In 3D the highest density regions where
we observed B perpendicular to the isodensity contours
are surrounded by lower density shells whereB is parallel
to the isodensity. In 2D we observed BPOS parallel to
∇Σ in the highest density regions of the map showing
that the relative orientation in the lower density shell
does not dominate in the projected map. More detailed
modeling of the integration along the line of sight and its
effect on the HROs and ζ will be the subject of future
studies.
An interesting issue for the line of sight integration is
the relative orientation of the mean magnetic field with
respect to the line of sight. All of the results presented
here correspond to lines of sight perpendicular to the
plane of the initial magnetic field (Y or Z for initial B
along the X axis). Small variations about this orienta-
tion of the mean magnetic field with respect to the line
of sight do not affect the conclusions of the HRO study.
However, the HROs corresponding to projections along
the X-axis (line of sight parallel to the initial magnetic
field direction) are not distinctively different for different
initial magnetization as show in Figure 10. Thus, further
studies are required to draw conclusions from observa-
tions of clouds where the mean magnetic field is oriented
very close to the line of sight.
The effect of the alignment efficiency is illustrated in
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the two plots in Figure 10. The slopes of the ζ − Σ
curves corresponding to different initial magnetization
are clearly distinguishable in the case of uniform ǫ =
1. However, when considering a decreasing alignment
efficiency, ǫ ∝ n−1, the curves corresponding to the low
and intermediate magnetization are degenerate and only
the curve corresponding to the highest magnetization is
distinctive. The source of this effect is the weighting
of the signal coming from different regions of the cube:
although the geometry of the field does not change with
the alignment efficiency, the projected magnetic field is
dominated by the orientation of the field in the region
with better alignment efficiency.
The weighting effect is strongly dependent on the grain
alignment mechanism which is yet to be understood, thus
the slope of the ζ − Σ curve requires further character-
ization before it is used as a diagnostic of the magnetic
field strength. In spite of that, ζ < 0 still corresponds to
magnetic field dominance in the projected maps, there-
fore the column density ΣT at which the relative orien-
tation changes can be used potentially as a comparative
diagnostic of the BPOS strength.
6.3. Relation to Existing Studies
In the current study we focus on the characteriza-
tion of the HRO using models with different magneti-
zation. For the sake of simplicity, we choose decay-
ing turbulence, avoiding the complexity introduced by
modeling the energy injection rate and the spectrum
of driven turbulence. The main purpose of turbulence
driving is to maintain the energy which would continu-
ously decay otherwise. The behavior of turbulence in the
ISM is still subject of study (Klessen & Hennebelle 2010;
Schneider et al. 2011; Hennebelle & Falgarone 2012) and
the continuous energy input is an approximation used
to add up multiple snapshots and improve statistics in
the study of the power spectrum or structure function
(Padoan et al. 2003, 2006). This study focuses in the
comparison of observation for which, by definition, we get
a single snapshot. Nevertheless, we expect no significant
difference in the results of decaying and driven turbulence
(Ossenkopf & Mac Low 2002), although the multiplicity
of forcing mechanisms requires a detailed study beyond
the scope of this paper (Federrath et al. 2010).
Previous studies of projected maps from MHD simula-
tions have assumed “polarizability” (grain alignment ef-
ficiency) proportional to the local density (Ostriker et al.
2001; Padoan et al. 2001). The toy-model of polarization
efficiency used in this study constitutes just a zeroth-
order model to take into account the grain alignment
mechanism when integrating the Stokes parameters along
the LOS. Further understanding of the projected mag-
netic field morphology requires the detailed study of the
dust grain alignment mechanism and the environmental
dependence of the dust chemistry.
The HRO is introduced as a statistical tool to comple-
ment the results of the CF. HRO works with polarization
data only in contrast to CF which requires velocity infor-
mation from spectral-line data. Given the pixel-by-pixel
nature of the HRO studies, it can be used in polarization
maps where the number or distribution of polarization
pseudovectors is not suitable for the dispersion analy-
sis required by CF. Although the HRO does not pro-
vide an estimate for the magnetic field magnitude yet,
it can be used to quantify and extend the relative orien-
tation studies which until now have relied on visual in-
spection of the maps (Goodman et al. 1990; Tassis et al.
2009; Sugitani et al. 2011; Palmeirim et al. 2013). So
far, Koch et al. (2012) reported a correlation between
the iso-Σ contours and the inferred magnetic field direc-
tion which is used to estimate the magnetic field strength
in scales close to the size of pre-stellar cores. The HRO
constitutes a tool to study similar correlations in scales
which extend to entire cloud complexes.
6.4. HROs in Observations
The HROs of the simulations discussed in this paper
evaluate the relative orientation in scales ranging from
2.34 × 10−2 pc to 3.83 × 10−1 pc (kernels of 3 × 3 to
49 × 49 pixels), which correspond to angular scales of
∼30′′ to ∼10′ for a nearby cloud located at a distance of
150 pc, e.g. Lupus (Comero´n 2008), or ∼10′′ to ∼2′ for
a nearby cloud located at a distance of 700 pc, e.g. Vela
C (Netterfield et al. 2009).
State-of-the-art instruments which observe the dust
polarized thermal emission on large, intermediate and
small scales such as Planck (Planck Collaboration et al.
2011), ALMA (Peck & Beasley 2008), and BLASTPol
(Pascale et al. 2012) have angular resolutions which re-
solve the scales relevant for the HROs in this study: 5′ (at
857 GHz), 42′′ (at 857 GHz), and 0.1′′ (84 to 720 GHz)
respectively. However, only instruments such as Planck,
PILOT (Bernard et al. 2010), and BLASTPol are de-
signed to produce extended polarization maps resolv-
ing scales between pre-stellar cores and cloud segments
which are comparable to the projected maps analyzed
in this study. High angular resolution observations such
as those made with CARMA (Hull et al. 2013), SMA
(Tang et al. 2013) and ALMA provide a lever arm for
HROs in the high density and small scales regime. How-
ever, the change in the relative orientation described in
this study requires measurements in multiple and larger
scales.
The instrumental parameters necessary to make the
polarization maps to apply HROs vary from experi-
ment to experiment and are subject to the particular
control of the systematic effects present in polarization
measurements. A minimum requirement for a polar-
ization experiment is the measurement of polarization
levels of a few percent which are expected in molecu-
lar clouds and obtained in the projected maps of the
three simulations as shown in Figure 11. Estimations
made using nominal values of the sensitivity of BLAST-
Pol (Marsden et al. 2009) in a 50 hours observation of a
1 square degree region indicate that polarization errors
of 0.5% or less can be achieved in regions which densities
∼ 2.38×1022 NH cm
−2, where the HRO show the change
of the relative orientation in the high-magnetization case.
The HROs can be used to characterize observations
of starlight polarization, particularly those with multi-
ple polarization pseudovectors around filamentary struc-
tures and provide enough data points to construct the
histogram. However, it is important to consider that
starlight polarization is limited to low density regions and
the change in relative orientation described in this study
is expected in regions with visual extinction AV > 4.
6.5. Future Work
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  0.0 128.0 256.0   0.0 128.0 256.0
  0.0 128.0 256.0   0.0 128.0 256.0
Fig. 11.— Polarization percentage P in units of maximum polar-
ization percentage Pmax as a function of column density obtained
from the projections of the three simulations with uniform polariza-
tion efficiency ǫ = 1.0. The color scale corresponds to the density
of points. Pmax ∼ 20% is determined empirically from submil-
limeter diffuse Galactic dust emission (Benoˆıt et al. 2004). These
different distributions and the systematic behavior, especially on
the right, offer diagnostics relating parameters in MHD simulations
to observations.
The results of the HRO analysis show that the imprint
of magnetization in simulated molecular clouds is present
in at least two diagnostics of the relative orientation of
the magnetic field:
1. The change in the relative orientation of the pro-
jected magnetic field BPOS and the column density
structures as a function of column density.
2. The value of the column density ΣT at whichBPOS
shifts from parallel to perpendicular to the iso-Σ
contours.
These two parameters allow the systematic comparison of
simulations and observations; further characterization of
the magnetization conditions required detailed modeling
of the grain alignment mechanism.
This study focuses on the case of an isothermal
molecular cloud with a particular behavior of turbu-
lence and magnetization with the purpose of introduc-
ing and characterizing the HRO method. Neverthe-
less, the HRO analysis can be extended to simula-
tions including more complex realizations of molecular
clouds (Nakamura & Li 2008; Hennebelle et al. 2008).
The study of multiple ages, environments and dominant
physics in simulations is one of the primary challenges
facing the construction of a complete and coherent pic-
ture of the star formation process. Characterization us-
ing HROs is one of the multiple statistical techniques
that will allow the study of multiple polarization obser-
vations and its comparison with the great diversity of
relevant physical conditions which can be modeled using
MHD simulations.
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